Lead-In
AMC Networks Sets Big-Tent Upfront
Original programming across all channels is focus of its pitch to media buyers

A

MC NETWORKS wants
media buyers to see that
it’s more than just The
Walking Dead.
For the first time, the programmer is planning to hold a big
upfront event that will highlight
the original programming on all of
its networks—AMC, WE tv, IFC,
SundanceTV and BBC America.
In the past couple of years, AMC
Networks had invited media agencies to individual dinners. It also
staged smaller events to show off
new programs on IFC and WE tv.
Before that, AMC held memorable
events that drew media buyers to
meet the cast of Mad Men, Breaking Bad, The Walking Dead and its
other shows.
AMC Networks’ company-wide upfront event will focus on such original shows as AMC’s
upcoming The Son (top), starring Pierce Brosnan, and The Terror (right).
“Buyers and clients remind me
of that,” Scott Collins, president of
new CEO, Bob
only on AMC but across the portfolio,
ad sales at AMC Networks, said.
Bakish, and new
and that this is a moment that we
“That was the can’t-miss event of that
head of ad sales
want to make sure our buyers and
season. And we thought, this is probSean Moran, who
the ad community are fully aware of
ably a time to build on that.”
will lay out their
that.”
AMC Networks built the flagship
strategy for rebuildThe event will be held the evening
AMC service from a network that
ing core networks
of Thursday, April 6. AMC is not yet
showed old movies into the home of
MTV and Comedy
disclosing the venue it will use.
some of TV’s most acclaimed original
Central, which have
Some cable networks have stopped
shows. More recently, the company
been struggling.
putting on glitzy upfront events for
has been moving to stock its other
So to a certain
media buyers, focusing on more
networks with the kind of highextent, AMC Networks is bucking a
custom-built presentations for specific
quality original programming that
trend at a time when it seems that media buyers have more choices, more
pressure and less time than ever.
“We’re respectful of the time
the people give us when we come,”
Collins said.
“We’re not going to focus so much
on what they know us for. We want to
really roll out and inform them about
what the next new shows are across
the various properties,” he said. “We
want to highlight and make sure peo—Scott Collins, president of ad sales,
ple are aware of everything across the
AMC Networks
various networks. We are more than
just AMC obviously. We’re more than
just one show and it’s really important
for everyone to appreciate that.”
agencies and their clients. Discovery
attracts premium advertising rates.
Among the new shows that viewNetworks, FX Networks and A+E
So while having focused conversaers will get a first peek at during the
Networks employ that approach.
tions at dinners paid off, Collins said
upfront event will be The Son, starThis year, Viacom will have big
“the thinking is, this year felt like the
ring Pierce Brosnan as patriarch of a
events for Nickelodeon and BET,
right opportunity to go a little bigger
Texas cattle empire, and The Terror,
but will hold dinners for the rest of
and celebrate the extraordinary range
an anthology series about a Royal
its portfolio headed by the company’s
of quality content that we have not

“We’re more than just
one show and it’s really
important for everyone
to appreciate that.”
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Navy expedition crew attacked by
a mysterious predator.
AMC has been selling its networks as a portfolio for several
years. With The Walking Dead’s
high ratings and devoted fans, it
commands the kind of high prices
on a cost-per-thousand (CPM)
viewers basis as primetime shows
on the broadcast networks. It will
also seek premium rates for its
other original programming.
Though still a big hit, The
Walking Dead’s ratings have
been declining, cutting into adrevenue growth. MoffettNathanson
senior research analyst Michael

Nathanson said AMC Networks
expects to finish the year with a 4%
increase in ad revenue. Fourth-quarter sales will be flat because of lower
ratings at its two biggest networks,
AMC and WE tv.
The focus on programming could
also run contrary to the growing role
data plays in targeting consumers and
locating audiences. But Collins said
“all the metrics and measurement
really have to start with compelling
content and it has to start with that investment in connecting with fans. All
the rest is sort of wasteful if it doesn’t
start with the best content available.”
This upfront will also be the first
one for AMC Networks since Collins
succeeded Arlene Manos as president
of ad sales. But Collins said he’s not
going to do anything to call attention
to himself.
“It’s not really about me,” he said.
“It’s about our content.”

James Minchin III/AMC
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DELL’S OTA WANTS MORE INFO ON ‘BOTTLENECK’ STATIONS
Says it will help marketplace speed post-auction repack

STATOF
THEWEEK

3.83
Mbps Comcast averaged
during Netflix’s January 2017
ISP Speed Index in the U.S.
That number put Comcast at
the top of the ISP heap.

OTA BROADCASTING, which is owned by computer pioneer Michael Dell, is pushing the FCC to release information on which stations could be a bottleneck to the
post-incentive auction repack, or could break up some of the daisy chains of station
moves currently planned.
That’s according to an ex parte filing on separate meetings last week between
OTA representatives and FCC chairman Ajit Pai, as well as staff members for the
other commissioners and officials in the Media Bureau and the general counsel’s
office.
Dell
Letting broadcasters see under the hood would “allow market forces to incentivize
[as in pay them] stations to voluntarily relinquish their licenses or use temporary
channels,” OTA Broadcasting said.
OTA comprises independent stations in major markets, which were in prime position to enter and cash in
on the auction.
Among those who represented OTA before FCC was Preston Padden, formerly head of the Expanding Opportunities for Broadcasters Coalition, which represented such auction-interested stations before the agency’s
rules against prohibited communications kicked in, prompting the coalition’s dissolution.
Broadcasters will have 39 months to complete the repack once the FCC has officially closed the auction and
informed stations of where they are moving. The public notice triggering that 39-month timetable will likely be
issued sometime in mid-April (see Washington, page 45). But the FCC has already informed stations of their
new channel assignments to allow for immediate planning.
The repack will be in 10 phases and will include daisy chains of connected moves. Making that process
easier could ensure there will be no undue delay in getting the spectrum into new hands.
The fewer stations that need to be repacked, for example, the less drain there would be on such resources as
tower crews, and the less chance the transition could be delayed.
The proposal is under review for its potential impact on the repack, an FCC spokesperson said. —John Eggerton

THE WATCHMAN

By R. Thomas Umstead, Programming Editor, Multichannel News

Divided We Stand, in Search of Truth (and Viewers)
THE COUNTRY’S political divide
is playing out on television
screens both in unscripted and
scripted forms.
Turner’s executive press conference in New York last Thursday
(Feb. 16) was a chance for the
company’s top brass to give the
small group of assembled press a
snapshot of where Turner is from
an operations, ad sales and content
standpoint.
Certainly there’s a lot to talk
about regarding
Turner, from parent company Time
Warner’s pending
sale to AT&T (not
yet approved by
the government) to
a preview of TNT’s
Feb. 19 NBA All-Star
Game coverage. But
CNN and its CEO
Jeff Zucker generated the lion’s share
of inquiries from
reporters, given the
news network’s re-

cent clashes with President Trump
(who held his first, memorable solo
news conference the same day) and
his new administration.
Despite Trump’s labeling of CNN’s
output as “fake news”—or “very
fake news,” which he upgraded the
network to last Thursday—when
coverage has been negative about
his first four weeks in office, Zucker
said the network’s brand and
reputation remains above reproach
with viewers and advertisers. He
said the network’s
biggest brand survey,
conducted in January,
found CNN’s image
has seen “no diminution whatsoever.”
“The CNN brand
is as strong as it’s
ever been,” Zucker
said. “It’s incredibly
trusted and we see no
impact whatsoever in
all of those attacks on
the CNN brand.”
Zucker said CNN’s
Zucker
viewership is up

more than 50%
versus a year ago,
adding the network
couldn’t have posted
such high viewer increases just by drawing so-called Trump
dissenters. Viewers
of all political stripes
are tuning in.
The country’s
political divide has
also affected Turner’s
entertainment business. Turner
president David Levy said the
networks are being pitched “a lot
of projects around things that are
happening that are about dividing
the country. We’re getting a lot of
different period pieces that have
that confrontation between a divided country, or divided states.”
A nation divided over the practice of slavery during the antebellum era, and the effort of slaves
to escape their bondage, certainly
permeates the second season of
WGN America’s Underground. The
new season (starting March 8)
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WGN America's Underground

introduces Harriet Tubman, as the
series’ main characters look to
secure their rights and freedoms as
Americans against an oppressive
and powerful political system.
Underground executive producer
and creator Joe Pokaski said the
struggles for freedom and personal
rights exhibited in the series isn’t
that far away from the fight for
equality people are waging today.
“It’s not so much a correlation as a
continuation—I don’t think the war
[for equal rights] has been won,” he
said. “These things find different
ways of creeping up into the worst
parts of our hearts.”
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